
Qualia Predictive Signaling  
Self-Test Experiment 

Using Classical Suspension of a Non-Classical Logic Gate 
Regardless of Computing Source 

Materials: 

       Cardboard     Boxcutter    Blue Masking Tape       Compass 
Procedure: 
1. Go into a bedroom or other isolated room in the house with 

preferably only one or just a few windows.
2. Cut enough cardboard in flat boards to cover all the windows.
3. Cover the windows completely using the blue masking tape (do not 

damage using “scotch tape” or even stronger glued tape).
4. Block the bottom of the door and tape around the edges
5. Draw and cut a 1/4 inch to 1 inch circle on the cardboard on one 

window (depends on room size—you can tape over and try again).
6. Turn off the lights, sit in a comfortable chair, and contemplate the 

miracle of the “camera obscura effect” as you see an inverted 
picture of the outside world appearing in perfect focus on your wall.

7. Get up and hold your compass (or pencil or other elongated 
material) in front of the circle and move it around if necessary until 
you create a proper interference pattern.

8. Repeat a few times and then go back to your comfortable chair.
9. Again, look at the miracle of the “camera obscura effect” for a long 

enough to “burn” the image into your mind and then close your 
eyes.

10. While breathing slowly and deeply contemplate your breathing. 
Contemplate your essence.  Contemplate the essence of the wall. 
Contemplate the connection of your essence to the wall’s essence. 
Repeat if necessary.

11. Open your eyes, turn on the lights, return to your chair, and 
contemplate only logic and mathematical computation that had to 
take place for understanding the nature and essence of what just 
happened.

12. Convince yourself that the thought process was (or was not) the 
result of INPUT (sensation)—PROBITY (personality preset)—PARSE 
(categorization) — COUNTERFACTUAL NEGATION (or momentary 
denial) — and PAUSE (cease to parse) 




